
A BIOGRAPHY OF KARL MARX AND HIS INFLUENCE ON COMMUNISM

Karl Marx was a German philosopher, economist, historian, sociologist, political theorist, journalist and socialist
revolutionary. Born in.

Four months after their marriage, the young couple moved to Paris, which was then the centre of socialist
thought and of the more extreme sects that went under the name of communism. Moreover, any economic
crisis arising in the United States would not lead to revolutionary contagion of the older economies of
individual European nations, which were closed systems bounded by their national borders. He proceeded to
become the foremost advocate of communism in 19th-century Europe and became famous chiefly through his
association with the Paris Commune â€” a socialist working-class uprising against the French government that
lasted two months. Suspected of harbouring liberal teachers and pupils, the school was under police
surveillance. Marx maintained that this would spell doom for the Communist League itself, arguing that
changes in society are not achieved overnight through the efforts and will power of a handful of men. This,
along with his increasing radicalism, caused his father angst. Socialist propagandists would then convince the
workforce that production for human need rather than profit was preferable. It is interesting to read Marx here
in the light of his third Thesis on Feuerbach where he criticises an alternative theory. Marx acknowledged
Hodgskin's "admirable work" Labour Defended against the Claims of Capital at more than one point in
Capital. While it's unclear whether either Thackeray or Marx was aware of the other's work, both men meant
the word to have a pejorative ring. The work predicts the final overthrow of the capitalist system, detailing
how workers will one day rise up to seize the means of production. Death Marx died of pleurisy in London on
March 14,  After the post-Reformation fragmentation of religion, where religion is no longer able to play the
role even of a fake community of equals, the state fills this need by offering us the illusion of a community of
citizens, all equal in the eyes of the law. In what follows, I shall concentrate on those texts and issues that have
been given the greatest attention within the Anglo-American philosophical literature. When he got older, he
married his childhood sweetheart, Jenny von Westphalen. Interestingly, the political liberal state, which is
needed to manage the politics of religious diversity, takes on the role offered by religion in earlier times of
providing a form of illusory community. Not only is this empirically false, it is theoretically unacceptable.
Consequently each category of alienated labour is supposed to be deducible from the previous one. Formally
this would be identical to the labour theory of value. As such, he was obliged to write editorials on a variety of
social and economic issues, ranging from the housing of the Berlin poor and the theft by peasants of wood
from the forests to the new phenomenon of communism. This section provides a brief overview of communist
ideology in the European and Russian contexts and includes information on the rise of the Soviet Union under
Vladimir Lenin and its continuation under Joseph Stalin. This states not that they always do develop, but that
there is a tendency for them to do so. Nearly everything Marx wrote was viewed through the lens of the
common laborer. Capitalism impedes human flourishing. How responsible was Karl Marx for the spread of
communism, including the rise of Stalinism, during the 20th century? Her father, a follower of the French
socialist Saint-Simon, was fond of Karl, though others in her family opposed the marriage. According to
Marx, in any society the ruling ideas are those of the ruling class; the core of the theory of ideology.
Consequently, to state that something is just under capitalism is simply a judgement applied to those elements
of the system that will tend to have the effect of advancing capitalism. The essential move is cheerfully to
admit that the economic structure does indeed develop the productive forces, but to add that this, according to
the theory, is precisely why we have capitalism when we do. Prussia refused to renaturalize him, so Marx
moved to London. Related Videos. Second, and perhaps more importantly, we need to return to the contrast
between scientific and utopian socialism. Both steps of the argument are, of course, highly contestable. Even
though one can criticize particular behaviour from within an economic structure as unjust and theft under
capitalism would be an example it is not possible to criticise capitalism as a whole. It appears to follow from
this analysis that as industry becomes more mechanised, using more constant capital and less variable capital,
the rate of profit ought to fall. He succumbed to cancer on March 14, , and was buried in Highgate Cemetery
in London. However, it seems that at least two aspects of alienation are responsible. Capitalism is distinctive,
Marx argues, in that it involves not merely the exchange of commodities, but the advancement of capital, in
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the form of money, with the purpose of generating profit through the purchase of commodities and their
transformation into other commodities which can command a higher price, and thus yield a profit. Of course,
one can argue whether either material abundance or human fellow-feeling to this degree would be possible,
but the point is that both arguments give a clear sense in which communism transcends justice. Nevertheless,
this leaves us with a puzzle. Allen Wood has argued that Marx took this approach because his general
theoretical approach excludes any trans-epochal standpoint from which one can comment on the justice of an
economic system. Although there are known techniques for solving this problem now albeit with unwelcome
side consequences , we should recall that the labour theory of value was initially motivated as an intuitively
plausible theory of price. In contemporary biology it is commonplace to explain the existence of the stripes of
a tiger, or the hollow bones of a bird, by pointing to the function of these features. However, The German
Ideology, co-written with Engels in , is a vital early source in which Marx first sets out the basics of the
outlook of historical materialism. He went to France, anticipating a socialist revolution, but was deported from
there as well.


